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Why is a Reading List 

like a Bibliography 

 ? 



Today’s session 

Using SOLO 

 

Finding items on reading lists 

 

Citation and plagiarism 



Reading your Reading List 

How to locate material 

 effectively  



1st Question 

What is it? 

 

Book 

Chapter from a book 

Article from a journal / periodical 

Something else entirely 



Typical Examples from your 

Reading Lists 

• Shapiro, J. 2013. Evolution: a view from the 21st Century. FT 

Press  
 

• Dwyer, C. 2005. ‘Diasporas’. In, Cloke, P., Crang, P. and 

Goodwin, M. (eds.) Introducing Human Geographies. Hodder 

Arnold, pp. 495-508.  
 

• Spencer, S. (ed.). 2003. The Politics of Migration. [Chapter by 

Crisp, 'Refugees and the politics of asylum'].  
 

• Weiner, A.B., 1979, 'Trobriand Kinship from Another View: The 

Reproductive Power of Women and Men', Man 14(2): 328-348.  
 

• Bongaarts, John. ‘Why are high birth rates are so low’, PDR 1 

(1975)2,289-29  
 



SOLO 

• Searches the library catalogue, e-journals, e-
books, etc. 
 

• Use it as a starting point for all searches 
 

• Links from many web pages including libraries 
home page www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk  
 

• Or go direct to http://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk 

 

http://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/
http://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/


http://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk 

http://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/


Search for a book 

• Shapiro, J. 2013. Evolution: a view from the 

21st Century. FT Press  

 

• Sarah Pink (2004) Doing Sensory Ethnography:  

Sage 

 

• Dwyer, C. 2005. ‘Diasporas’. In, Cloke, P., 

Crang, P. and Goodwin, M. (eds.) Introducing 

Human Geographies. Hodder Arnold, pp. 495-

508.  

 





Search for a book 

• Shapiro, J. 2013. Evolution: a view from the 

21st Century. FT Press  

 

• Dwyer, C. 2005. ‘Diasporas’. In, Cloke, P., 

Crang, P. and Goodwin, M. (eds.) Introducing 

Human Geographies. Hodder Arnold, pp. 495-

508.  
 

• Sarah Pink (2004) Doing Sensory Ethnography:  

Sage 

 

 







Search for a book 

• Shapiro, J. 2013. Evolution: a view from the 

21st Century. FT Press  

 

• Sarah Pink (2004) Doing Sensory Ethnography:  

Sage 

 

• Dwyer, C. 2005. ‘Diasporas’. In, Cloke, P., 

Crang, P. and Goodwin, M. (eds.) Introducing 

Human Geographies. Hodder Arnold, pp. 495-

508.  

 







Electronic Legal Deposit 

Restrictions 

The Legal Deposit Act 2003 imposes restrictions on 

electronic items received under Legal Deposit: 
 

Items may ONLY be read on Library owned computers 

within the Bodleian Libraries 

Saving, copying and pasting is forbidden 

But PRINTING is allowed using the PCAS system 

Each item may only be viewed by one person at a 

time  

 



SOLO:  Oxford Collections 
The most comprehensive tool for finding journals covering  

Oxford’s electronic  and printed collections 
 

OU ejournals 
Covers most 
 ejournals but  
NOT all ejournals  
and NOT printed  
journals.   

Journal coverage on  

SOLO and OU eJournals 

SOLO Articles & More 
Covers a random selection of 
electronic articles but does not 
include print or even the full range 
of ejournals  



Search for a periodical 

• Weiner, A.B., 1979, 'Trobriand Kinship from 

Another View: The Reproductive Power of 

Women and Men', Man 14(2): 328-348.  
 

• Bongaarts, John. ‘Why are high birth rates are 

so low’, PDR 1 (1975)2,289-29  







 E-Journals 

 

 I didn't check for the hard copy 

   - so used to getting online access! 

 

“I had just googled the article rather than using 

SOLO, so that was the issue  & why I’d been 

asked to login, or use Athens or pay a fee”  

 

 





Reading List Tips 

What you need to look up on SOLO should be 

indicated somehow 

 Italics, bold or underlining, etc. 

     (Human Physiology, International Migration) 
 

Enter your search using the “Oxford collections” 

tab 

Remember that explanatory text could be 

inserted between the elements of the reference. 



Tips on identification 

Dwyer, C. 2005. ‘Diasporas’. In, Cloke, P., Crang, P. and Goodwin, 

M. (eds.) Introducing Human Geographies. Hodder Arnold, pp. 

495-508.  

In – alerts you to book chapters 
 

Weiner, A.B., 1979, 'Trobriand Kinship from Another View: The 

Reproductive Power of Women and Men', Man 14(2): 328-348.  

14(2): 328-348(i.e. lots of numbers in addition to 

the year involved) – alerts you to journal articles 



Tutors are not infallible ! 

Errors will (& do) creep in: 
 

BEWARE: Misspellings & typos 

 

e.g. Pomerantz (2009) Theory, Culture & Society  

    26 July-August, 9-10, 32-51. 
 

Correct: Pomeranz (2009) Theory, Culture & Society 

26, 7-8, 32-51. 

 



Why do I need to know 

all this? 

All answers showed some knowledge, but the level of 

evidence was disappointing and the citation of 

literature was very limited  
 

This question prompted the highest mark for an essay 

on the paper from both examiners and was flagged as 

being outstanding and elicited the following comment: 

“It is well structured; well referenced and exampled.” 



Referencing for 

Human Scientists 



Avoiding Plagiarism 

"...You must always indicate to the examiners when you have drawn on 
the work of others; other people's original ideas and methods should 
be clearly distinguished from your own, and other people's words, 
illustrations, diagrams etc. should be clearly indicated regardless of 
whether they are copied exactly, paraphrased, or adapted...  
 
...The University reserves the right to use software applications to screen 
any individual's submitted work for matches either to published sources or 
to other submitted work. Any such matches respectively might indicate 
either plagiarism or collusion...  

 
...Although the use of electronic resources by students in their 
academic work is encouraged, you should remember that the 
regulations on plagiarism apply to on-line material and other digital 
material just as much as to printed material..."  

 

    Section 9.5 Proctors' and Assessor's Memorandum 

http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/proctors/info/pam/section9/


Citation and Plagiarism 

Study Skills & Training 

Avoid trouble by getting into good habits now – 

always record your source, and the date you 

found it 

Learn to cite references in a standard way – 

e.g. the Harvard system 

Useful guide available in Blackwells £1 

Software is available to manage references – 

e.g. RefWorks 

https://www.ox.ac.uk/students/academic/guidance/skills/




On-Line Resources 

 

The complete guide to referencing and 

avoiding plagiarism / Colin Neville  2nd. ed. 

(2010) Open University Press 

 

Available as an e-book via SOLO, then 

E.B.L. & you will need to use your Single-

Sign-On to access the text. 



Citing your references 

Just a few of the more common points 
 

An article in an online journal which also exists in print 
should be cited in the same way as print. 
 

To cite something which only exists electronically, e.g. 
a web site, follow special rules which include the date 
viewed. 
 

A specific quote must include the page reference in 
the citation. (This also applies to tables & diagrams 
you have taken directly from another source.) 



Using quotations 

A specific quote must include the page reference in 

the in text citation. 
 

They must also be enclosed by quotation marks. 
 

If you don’t then TURNITIN software will ping it back 

as plagiarism, even if you have given the full 

reference. 
 

THAT means straight to the Proctors – a whole load 

of hassle and a £50 fine!!! 



How reference managers work 

1. Collect 

bibliographic 

information 

2. Create a 

personal 

online 

reference 

database 

3. Annotate, edit 

and share your 

reference database 

5. Automatically 

create a 

bibliography for 

your work 

4. Insert citations as 

you write 



Reference Management 

RefWorks 
 

Can be accessed via SOLO or OxLIP+ 

(Right Hand box on 1st page) 

More details next year! 



About RefWorks 

• University subscription 

• Online – accessible from anywhere 

• Plugin allows adding references to 

your Word documents 



LibGuide for Reference Management 

http://ox.libguides.com/reference-management
http://ox.libguides.com/reference-management
http://ox.libguides.com/reference-management


RefWorks Overview 

Dropdown menus 
Search your 

references 

Brief view of 

references in 

your collection 

Folders list 

Quick function buttons 



GUIDE to RESOURCES 
Anthropology Libguide 

http://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/oxford-anthropology
http://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/oxford-anthropology


You can always ask a librarian 

        

 

 Sue.bird@bodleian.ox.ac.uk 



Why is a Reading List 

like a Bibliography 

 ? 



Referencing for 

Human Scientists  

Your feedback is greatly appreciated 

 

Please complete a short survey @ 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/rslMT2015 

 
 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/rslMT2015

